
SC book sale halted; valuable volumes sold by mistake
By JAN HAMMERMAN

The Student Council

suspended its book sale last

Friday, amidst a heated

controversy whether the

collection, contains archival

material. Paul Molina, book sale

chairman, stated, "I will not

reopen the book sale unless

assured by Dr. Benton that those
book currently available have
been carefully examined."
"Before the book. sale was

undertaken, I was personally

guaranteed by the library that
the Gilman volumes would be

checked with the archivist.

However, we soon found out that
such was not the case,"

contended Mike Lenard°, SC

President.
David Stam, head librarian at

MSE, believes that the basic

problem was the sheer size of the

collection to be reviewed. "Part
of the problem is, there were so

many books it was inevitable that
some important editions would
Slip through," he said.

But in a meeting With a SC

delegation, George Benton,

Vice-President for Homewood

Divisions, definitely stated that

the books had never been

checked for volumes of archival

value. Benton elaborated that

"there had been some breakdown

ill communication between the

library hierarchy. Kathryn Jacobs

(university archivist) and my

office." Apparently, no attempt
was made to view books for their

archival worth. "Plainly, the

books were never opened," said

SC representative Leah

Seidenfeld.
Although questions exists

whether the library ever

evaluated the hooks, Associate

Librarian David Taylor stated

that the basic contention
tween the library and students

is what should be considered

associational value—that is, books

with an autograph of a famous

scholar, annotation from a

Hopkins scholar, or a book from

the personal collection of a major

personage.
"In my view applying the term

archival freely is misusing the

term," stated Taylor. "Usually

the books in the index collection

(that group of volumes for sale)

are duplicates and once you

decide that a book is significant

enough to become part of a

permanent collection it costs

something to add it."
A similar problem occurred

last summer when the library

sold a large set of books to the

John Gach book store. When

discovered that the set contained

several significant volumes, a

repurchase was made (e.g.

Lovejoy collection).
"When this situation arose last

summer it was agreed that

collections would be reviewed

New proposals for
ed discussed

By DONALD MORISATO

In a student Centennial

symposium entitled "The

Vanishing Dialogue," last

Thursday, March 18, new

proposals for undergraduate

education were discussed by

President Steven Muller. Dr.

Stephen Roth, Associate

Professor of Biology, and Michael

Lenardo; president of the

Student Council.
Lenardo's outline of

undergraduate problems was

underscored by Roth: "large,

very regimented classes;

depersonalized professors [who

are] relatively inaccessible; the

tremendous emphasis on grades;

and pressure to enter graduate or

professional school."
Both Lenard° and Roth

acknowledged that these

problems were not, in any way,

unique to Hopkins.
"The same problem exists in

all higher quality institutions,"

said Roth. "But Hopkins is

unique in that is has an

opportunity to do something

about it—truly make

undergraduate education more

like graduate education."

Specifically, Roth's proposed

curriculum would incorporate a

core of liberal arts courses, in the

first two, three, or four

semesters, followed by a program

allowing the undergraduate to

closely study under one faculty

member. He would "produce a

major work," comparable to the

doctoral thesis.
No grades would be given after

the initial core curriculum: if

courses were deemed necessary as

part of the advanced program,

they would be taken at the

discretion of the student.

Ironically, the immediate

drawbacks would involve

entering graduate studies.

Suggested Roth: "That should be

one area in which Johns Hopkins

can exert its influence. Our own

professional and graduate schools

should favor these students.

Their general excellence, would

soon be recognized."
President Muller discussed

alternatives which he described as

"even more radical than Dr.

Roth's." He prefaced his remarks

with the statement, "In the

present system, we're betraying

the best Johns Hopkins can

be...by not taking advantage of

our small size and not having

more individualized teaching."
Alternatives

"What is so sacred about our

lecture system?" he questioned
.

"Anything that can be said in

class can be learned better by

reading."
Five areas were deemed

intrinsic to the liberal arts

program: literacy, numeracy,

history, human biology, and 
a

second language.

"Let's break out of the notio
n

that the whole formal educatio
n

is basically an accumulation of

courses." Muller enumerated as

possible options, tutorials,

comprehensive exams, senior

theses— a general release from

the course system."
However, when asked who

would institute the proposals,

Muller responded with "That is

the question." He pointed to

administrative bureaucracy as the

major obstacle, but stated, "some

of us will try to write up a whole

new curriculum."

authority over book sales. In

addition, the archivist even
though physically located in the
library, is officially part of the

Administration.
"Mr. Stam frankly sees no

intrisinic value in the kinds of
books that are being salvaged

from Gilman," stated Alan Fink,
SC representative.

The storage area that is
presently being readied to receive
the MSE serials is located in the
North Wing of Gilman, a sector
previously air-conditioned and
humidified. The library has a
proposal currently before the
administration that another
Gilman wing be refurbished in
the future."

prior to sale, for the future,"

stated Betty Murdoch, assistant

to the Vice-President of

Homewood divisions. "It was Dr.

Benton's understanding that this

procedure was carried out prior

to the Student Council sale," she

added. Murdoch noted that the

Head Librarian and not the

Vice-President, has final

hopkiNs
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Ad Hoc Group has big impact
By BOB BUCHANAN

In its second year of existence,

the Ad Hoc Budget Group has had

a substantial impact in the eyes

of its members. The committee

was appointed last year by

President Muller to provide

faculty input into University

budget matters.
They say that it has been

largely due to their

recommendations that this year's
finalized budget, presented

yesterday to the Budget and
Audit CoMmittee of the Board of

Trustees in a balanced form,

includes one of the smallest

outlays for administrative

services in recent years.
Next year, faculty salaries will

rise at the rate roughly

commensurate with the

anticipated rate of inflation,

while junior faculty salaries, long

criticized by professors here for

being too low, will also rise

sharply. While not all of the

youthful committee's

recommendations have been

accepted by Muller, Homewood

representative Owen Phillips,

Earth and Planetary Sciences,

explains that the mere existence

of the advisory group is its main
value. ``The fact that

administrators here have to

answer to faculty members

makes them more cautious in

their actions."
Since last year, the committee

has grown both in size and scope,

increasing from seven to twelve

members, while focusing on

increasingly large and more

varied areas of financial concern:
Moreover, the group has

apparently been adopted by the

University as a standing house
organ, with its life likely to

continue for many more fiscal

years.
Administrators share the

enthusiasm of the faculty budget

committee members. Many

openly voice their approval of

the committee's functioning to

date. Budget Director Norman

Krueger agrees that the group has

had considerable, necessary input

into formulating the budget for

each of the past two years.

Yet, aside from the

complementary praise of those

actively involved in the workings

of the Ad Hoc Budget

Committee, there, has been some

expression of disenchantment

with extent of the impact the

committee has had in budget

dealings.
Some faculty members argues

that Muller has accepted only the

committee's procedural changes,

while rejecting recommendations

of substantive change.

In fact, many of the

substantive changes recommened

by the Ad Hoc Budget group

have not been adopted by Muller

in the budgeting process.

For example, the

recommendations that a limit on

administrative personnel by

established by Muller prior to

initiating the budgetary process

each year, was recently rejected

by the President. He similarly

said "no" to a suggestion that

faculty salaries by increased to a

previous high real dollar level.

It is uncertain as to whether or

not a committee

recommendation to increase the

academic portion of the budget

in fiscal year 1977 was followed.

But, committee members still

contend that in each of these

instances, some positive action

was taken by the University, even

if the recommendations

themselves were not

implemented en toto. They

maintain that, in general, Muller

has been quick to implement

many of their proposed changes,

both substantive and procedural.

Carl Christ, Political Economy,

says that while he does not
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Carl Christ

"think that every member of the

faculty should be completely

satisfied," he feels that in general

the committee has had positive

impact.
The committee has also served

as an information gathering

service for the faculty, apart

from its role as directly assisting

the President.
This year it conducted an

in-depth look into. the

administration's calculation of

indirect cost recovery rates.

While Phillips admits that the

committee has still not attained a

complete understanding of this

complicated process, the

information gathered could well

prove helpful to those faculty

members upset at this year's 48

per cent takeback rate.

SC election results
PRESIDENT
Mark Hertsgaard 314 runoff
Steve Lovejoy 244
Steve Ponchak 253 runoff

VICE PRESIDENT

David Tannenblatt elected

(unopposed—automatically
elected)

SECRETARY
Patrice Gallagheir 481—elected
Jill Leukhardt 324

TREASURER
Ron Bialek 291 runoff

Dante•Landucci 235- runoff

Michael Liss 83

Monroe Zeffert 217

YOUNG TRUSTEE

Alan Fink
April Moreno
Pam Chevers

1976 Milton S. Eisenhower Topic

Proposal Finalists

American Popular Culture: a
montage

America: A nation in Transition--

where we have been but more
important, where we have been

Stress and Equilibrium: The

Impact of Science on Society

The Question of Freedom: An

analysis of the concept and its

inn • lications
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The Hampden Flick will open
March 19, bringing you all the greats
in movies. "King Kong" will' play
March 19-24, classic comedians, W.C.
Fields et al March 25-27. Admission
$1.50 adults, .75 children.

A $10 reward is posted for anyone
who returns or turns-in a light beige
suede spring jacket With blue snaps
taken from the Rathskeller Saturday
night. Please contact Box 2066,
AMR. No questions asked.

Gifted Child Lecture—John. C.
Gowan, Professor of Education at
California State University in
northridge will discuss "Helping the
gifted child beocme creative." 8 p.m.,
the Garrett Room, MSE Library. The
talk is sponsored by The Study of
Mathematically Precocious Youth
and The Intellectually Gifted Child
Study Group.

. LOST: Gold-framed glasses. Aux.
gym of Athletic Center. If found,
please call Carol of Lazear 202.

BIA softball will begin April 7.
Schedules will be 'posted April 5 on
the bulletin board near the cage of
the Athletic Center. Deadline for all
rosters is Friday, March 26.
Independents are welcome and
encouraged to submit rosters. All
rosters are to be submitted to the
Athletic Center office.

The Student Council Book Sale
will reopen for business today from
11 a:m. to 2 p.m. Look for the
special half-price sale this Thursday
and Friday.

The Hopkins Pre-Dental Society
will hold a discussion on application
procedures to dental schools and
associated problems on Wed. March
24 at 7:30 p.m. in the Levering
Cafeteria.

Remember! Final AIESEC
meetings to do work on the Regional
Tues., March 23, 7:30 p.m., Cont.
Rm. B, Mon. April 5, 7:00, Conf.
Rm. A, and Wed. April 7, 7:00.
Conf.Rm. A. We need everyone, so be
there!

Collection of Words, the Hopkins'
literary journal, is currently accepting
prose, verse and graphics for this
years issue. All prose and verse pieces
must be duplicates of the originals.
Only graphics will be returned. Dead
line for submissions is April 12. Send
all material to Collection of Words.•
P.O. Box 989. For further
information contact Tim Ridley.
3 6 6-7 24 O. All members of the
Hopkins community are welcomed to
submit.

WE REGRET to inform you that
the forum for the 3rd District
Congressional Candidates scheduled
for Thursday, March 25 has been
postponed due to the fact that three
of the candidates who are members
of the state legislature will have to
attend a special session that evening.

Discuss the issues with Democratic
candidate for U.S. Senate, Joe
Tydings on Wed., March 24 at 1:00
p.m. in the Glass Pavilion. Free
coffee, cupcakes and cookies will be
served.

On Tues., March 23, the American
Society of Civil Engineers, Student
Chapter, will present Mr. Howard
Durham, Director, Office of
Engineering for the State Aviation
Administration, speaking on "BWI
Airport— Planning & Construction."
The meeting will be in Barton 114 at

5:30 p.m.

BIA lacrosse will begin after spring
vacation, but all roSters must be in
the BIA folder in the Athletic Center
by March 23. Rosters and more
information will be available in the
Athletic Center office. Rosters must
have, in additiqn to the team
members, a captain's name, box
number and telephone number. The
eight dollar forfeiture fee is also due
in the Athletic Center office by
March 23. If you have any questions,
contact Pete Yang, 366-7188; Col.
Serena, ext.689; or Bill Wolf, ext.
1 5 37. People interested in being
referees please contact Paul Glen,
366-0018.

There will be a meeting of the
Organization• Against Hunger this
Wed. at 7:30 p.m. in Conference
room A. If unable to attend, contact
Jim Lourie at Box 662.

The JHU Gay Caucus returns
tomorrow night to Conference Room
A, Levering Hall, at 8:30 p.m. for its
weekly meeting. Join us to plan our
booth for the Spring Fair and to
arrange for a musical event. Further
information can be obtained from
Bruce McLay 467-7983, or Terry
Vickers 366-3586.

The Science and Society
Discussion Group will meet Wed.,
March 24 at 7 p.m. in Conf. room B.
Prof. Yakov Rabkin will be present
for a discussion of his lecture on
science management in the U.S.S.R.
(at 4 in the Garrett Room Wed.)
which all discussion participants are
encouraged to attend. For more info,

call Bob Proud at 889-4150 or Al

Daniels at 235-7929.

The Alternative Press Infomiation
Center is a community library located
at 2442 North Calvert St. The Centre
has available a wide selection of
alternative, underground. and radical
newspapers and magazines for the use
of the reading public. Hours are 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesdays through
Saturdays. and Wednesday and
Thursday evenings from 7 to 10 p.m.

The Hopkins Outdoors Club is
sponsoring a downriver canoe race
along with the University on Sat.,
April 10. If you're interested in
entering or helping out, contact Leo
Kujuda, Box 847, or 889-3522.

The first Towson Tennis Classic
April 2-4, is selling specially priced
student tickets for $11 each good for
all four sessions. The eight man field
includes Vitas Gerulaitis, Dennis
Ralston, Alex Metreveli, Ion Tiriac,
and Cliff Drysdale. The $30,000
tourney will be held at Towson
State's Burdick Hall. Call 321-2244
for tickets and information.

Tonight the Goucher-Hopkins
Russian Society presents the film
"The -Idiot". by Fedor Dostoevsky.
Tuesday, March 23 at 8:00 p.m. in
the L.V.Room in the Hopkins
Student Union. The general public is
invited and admission is free.

The M.Carey Thomas VVomen'S
Center and the Office of the Chaplain
are presenting, "Fighting for Our
Lives," the film describing the clash
of 1973 between the United Farm
Workers and the Teamsters Union.
Also being shown is a film narrated
by Orson Welles, "Is It Always Right
to be Right." The films will be shown
on Thurs. March 25 at 3:15 p.m. in
the Listening & Viewing Rm. and at
8:45 p.m. in Shaffer 3. Free
admission.

"A Room of our Own", a resource
center/meeting place for women is
now open in the basement of Rogers
House (3506 Greenway). Hours are
Tues. from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m., Thurs.
from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m., and Sun.
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

The Student Council will meet this
Thursday at 6:00 p.m. in the Shriver
Hall Board Room.

Get those goodies into Collection
of Words, Box 989, by April 2!

Short shorts on fillies, noses, Jack Ford, and Yale flunkies
(CPS)—With galloping inflation
pushing Stanford tuition over
$4000, six students at the
California college bought a
trotter of their own to meet
tuition costs. They sunk $1500
into "Our Tuition," a
three-year-old filly that had "the
appropriate blood lines for a
winner."

Their plan was hatched over
talk and beer during the summer,
when they were wondering where
the money would come from for
this year's tuition. After one of
the students made a half-serious
suggestion to "buy a race hourse
and let it put us through," they
scraped together the money and
organized a racing stable.

Although the filly has a lineage
that includes "Stymie," a
million-dollar winner, "Our
Tuition" is hitting the market

again soon. Like Stanford
tuition, the group found the
horse too expensive.

(CPS)—Everyone knows what
happens I when the nose knows
but what happens when the nose
sees?

That is the question quizzical
doctors in Japan are asking as
they puzzle over the case of little
Sayuri Tanaka. Sayuri, 10, has
perfect vision—in eyes and also in
the left flank of her nose.
Doctors and researchers have
confirmed it and a British
newspaper reporter recently
clamped tight blinders over
Sayuri's eyes and then watched
as she read a magazine, watched
television and caughtla baseball,
all by watching with her nose:

Doctors say Sayuri is nearly
unique. "There are cases in

PASSOVER APRIL 14-22
The Johns Hopkins University Kosher

Dining Hall (KDH) will be open during.
Passover, both for the Seders and regular

meals.

Students, faculty and other members of the
Hopkins community are invited to make
reservations for Passover Seders and

regular meals by visiting the K.D.H. (in
the Charles St. side of the old dorms).

Seder reservations must be made by
March 26.

thetSoviet Union, Albania and the
US," says Dr. Toshiya Nakaoka,
"interestingly, some have vision in
their fingertips, but I have heard
of only one case like Sayuri's."
Sayuri herself takes it all in
stride. She likes to blow minds
by riding her bike blindfolded in
heavy traffic.

(CPS)--Guess which person
currently hard at work on the
campaign trail has been given the
first 'American Weed Seed
Award?'
Jimmy Carter--no. Definately

not George Wallace. Jerry
Ford--you're close. The winner is
Jack Ford, • the president's
23-year-old son who is
barnstorming primary state
campuses explaining his father to
college audiences.
The award was handed out by

'The Daily Beaver,' a monthly
publication out of Okemos,
Michigan which caters to head
shops and the dope paraphernalia
industry. 'The honor is accorded
to the person who has done the
most, either on purpose or by
accident, to bring legalization of
marijuana to accomplishment,'
says Daily Beaver co-publisher
Thom Hartman. The award itself
is a belt with a commorative
plaque as a buckle and an
all-expense paid trip to Pluto.

(CPS)—Yalies may once again be
flunkies, thanks to a recent
faculty vote that will restore "F"
grades at the New Haven school.

For four years Yale students
have been able to slip by without
an "F" blotting their records.
But now, in a reaction against
grade inflation, "F's" will go
back on student's transcripts in
an Matt to increase' the

credibility of the permanent
academic records.
"The present situation has

produced the absurd situation in
which a failing grade is more
desirable in the eyes of many
students than a "D" or even a
"C," a faculty report said. But
since so many Yale students have
their eyes on a graduate or
professional school, fear of
receiving a "C" or "D" has kept

them from experimenting with
different courses.
As a result of the experiment,

the number of "A" grades at the
school has risen by more than a
third over -the past four years.
Last quarter, "A's" accounted
for 43% of all grades given. "The
system is plainly dishonest," says
Yale history professor Donald
Kagan.
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S.C. Health Committee initiates four crucial reforms
By ROBBY RIGGS

Four reforms concerning

health services at Hopkins have

been initiated by the Student

Council Health Committee.
The committee plans to

establish a health manual for

distribution to students next

year. Bob Danner, chairman of

the committee, stated that "the

health manual will enable

students to know what to do in

emergencies, and ho'w to care for

sonic of their personal health

problems. It should give students

part of the responsibility for

their own health care."
The manual will be based on

the one used at the University of

California. "Hopefully, it will be

something substantial enough

that students will not just throw

it away as they sould a flyer," he

commented.
A comparison of drug prices at

pharmacies within a 10 block

radius of the Homewood campus

was also instituted by the

committee. This report, said

Danner, was delayed for several

weeks, but should be released

shortly.
"Not only will the report

inform students about the best

prices available," noted Danner,

"but it should also stimulate

competition between drugstores.

Some may even effer student

prices."
Another innovation which will

begin next year will be a

volunteer program at Brown

Memorial Infirmary. Students

will perform internship-like

duties. "This may turn out to be

a very good program," stated

Danner. "Students can get

experience and help the

infirmary do a good job. It is

much more convenient than

interning at Union Memorial

Hospital."
Additionally, hosemasters will

be better equipped to handle

minor medical problems. They

have already been given

"cold-packs," according to .head

nurse Joanne Ferraro. These kits

include thermometers, cough

medicines, cold tablets, and other

light medications. Next year,

housemasters will be given a Red

Cross first aid course during the

summer.
The committee had several

further complaints and

recommendations. The main

problem cited by Danner is an

inability of switchboard

operators to respond properly

during medical emergencies at

night an on weekends.

Under the current system,

odd-hour emergencies are

referred by the operator to a

doctor on call. Several students,

notably Eric Schwartz, have

criticized this practice and have

called for the employemnt of a

doctor on duty at Brown

Infirmary at all times.

This proposal was declared

financially unfeasable by Dean of

Students Jakie Hall and the

committee. The committee may

suggest that some of the hours of

the infirmary is open during the

week be moved to Saturdays and

Sundays, in order to break up the

48 hour period when no medical

service is avialable on campus.

In addition, Danner has

demanded an improvement in the

performance of high operators

responding to emergencies. He

claimed that he has gotten little

or no response from the

administration on this point.

Bill Campbell, Plant Planning

Director at Homewood, who

coordinates the operators, stated

that he is unaware of any

controvrcrsy concerning the

emergency procedure.
The committee made its

recommendations folowing

criticisms of its performance by

members of the Student Council.

"The Student Council gave them

a list of seven things to do

because formerly they had no

direction," said SC President

Mike Lenardo. "Since then there

has been a distinct

improvement."
In addition to the changes

initiated by the SC committee,

several programs have been

originated by Joanne Ferraro.

These concern improved "health

education" for Hopkins students.

Specifically, they include diet

counseling, breast

self-examination, and

contraception technology.

Law school competition is easing

Health field options discussed
By RICH LORRAINE

Professional options in the

health field will be the subject of

a two day symposium sponsored

by AED on April 7th and 8th.

The "Symposium on Health

Options" will feature members of

various health fields, speaking

informally about their respective

area.
The first day of the program

will be devoted to the

introduction, of the topic and

presntatin of members and

auxiliary health fields, such as

public health and hospital

administration, health education,

pathobiology, health services and

others.
Thespeakers will include

Marilyn bugg, Placement

Director, who has been

instrumental in setting up the

symposium, Dean of Academic

Programs, Signumd Suskind,

andDr. Ghislaine Godenne.

On April 8, the program will

continue with representatives of

allied health professions. These

include pharmacy, nutrition,

osteopathy, dentistry,ad

mendical technology.
Presentation

Each speaker will give a short

presentation followed by a

questionand answer period. Both

three hourr sessions will have an

intermission when the apeakers

can be questioned on an

individual basis.
The pupose of htis

arrangement, according to Phil

-eel:ILI/01/1)z

Rogers, AED Prresident, is to

provide a relaxed informal
atmosphere where information
concerning health careers can be

presented to Hopkins

undergraduates.
The prime objective, he stated,

is to present these fields as viable

options in the health area, rather
than strictly as alternatives to
medical school.
He emphasized that hte

symposium was designed to
supplement the univeristy policy
of advising undergraduates on
alternatives to medical school.
"The administration has been

pushing alternatives to med
school fo quite a while but they
never really explain what they
are.

C. R. Boxer lectures
C.R. Boxer, Professor

Emeritus of Portuguese at the

University of London and the

author of numerous classics in

t he historiography of the

Portuguese and Dutch cologial

empires, opened this week's

History Department-sponsored

Schouler lectures yesterday.

Professor Boxer will continue his

discussion of the role of the

Church in Iberian expansion

from 1415 to 1800 today and

tomorrow at 4 p.m. in the

Clipper Room of Shriver Hall.

In an informal, entertaining

presentation, Professor Boxer

dealt with the creation of a

non-white clergy in Angola,

Mozambique, Sao Tome, and

Goa, India and the ambiguous

status such a clergy was accorded

by the official Church. Sonic of

Professor Boxer's ideas about

race relations have caused great

controversy. The Salazar regime

of Portugal es eciall took issue

continue
with his frank and unflattering

conclusions in Race Relations in

the Portuguese Colonial Empire.

C. R. Boxer served in the

British Army from 1924 to 1946,
primarily in the Far East. During
the Second World War, he was
cpatured by the Japanese and
imprisoned in Canton. After
retirement from the military, he

turned to the academic life,

teaching at London and Yale
Universities, and is currently

doing research at Indiana
University. Known for his strong
rapport with undergraduates
whereever he taught, Professor
Boxer has trained well-known
historiansincluding Professor
A.J.R. Russell-Wood of the
Ho skins facult
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Students jockeying for a seat ii

law school may find the

competition has eased up this

year. Law school enrollments,

which have more than doubled in

the last decade, appear to be

leveling off, according to

statistics gathered by the

American Bar Association

(A.B.A.).
For the first time since 1968,

the size of first-year law classes

declined last fall, according to

James P. White, professor of law

at Indiana University and the

A.B.A.'s consultant on legal

education.
The number of first-year

students dropped from 38,074 to

37,892 in the 156 law schools

accredited by the A.B.A. from

fall 1974 to fall 1975. The

increase in total enrollment was

only 3,764 students or 3.3

percent.
Except for a slight drop in

1968, law school enrollments

increased steadily over the last

ten years, even when enrollments

in other fields were leveling off

or falling at ma ny universities.

Recently, however, sonic lawyers

have expressed concern that the

schools may be producing more

lawyers than there are jobs.

In addition to the general drop

in enrollments, law schools may

also be experiencing a decline in

the quality of the applicants.

In1973-1974, the mean test score

for both men and women taking

the Law School Admissions Test

was 527. In 1974-1975, it was

518 for men and 523 for women.

'Many law schools experienced

a decrease in the total number of

applicants who met the given

admission criteria in each law

school,' White said.

'Additionally, a number of law

schools experienced a greater

number of 'no shows' in their

first choice of admittees.'

Even so, only one law school

reported any unfilled seats in its

1975 entering class.
The number of women

enrolled in law schools continued

to increase, although not as fast

as in recent years. Enrollment of

women increased from 21,788 to

26,737, a rise of 22 percent.

Centennial Ball
The University's one

hundredth anniversary will be
toasted late into the night of May
15, when the Homewood campus
becomes the scene of theHopkins
Centennial Ball.

Gala
The gala event, designed with a

little something for everyone,
spans both quads with its tents,
bands, tables, buffets, and

champagne bars. The upper

(Gilman) quad will feature The

Duke Ellington Band. The lower

(Shriver) quad has a double band

program of rock and bluegrass

music.

Students are invited to attend
the black tie affair (suits are also

considered proper attire).

Student tickets go on sale April 5

at the Hopkins Union Desk. To

purchase tickets at the student
price of SIO, you must show a

Hopkins full time student I.D.
Only two tickets may be
purchased with one 1.D. Because
the S 10 ticket price does not
cover the actual cost per person,
the number of student tickets is

limited. Students may still buy

full price tickets when the $10
ones are sold. A capacity crowd
of 1800 guests is expected.
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" To live outside
By J. D. CONSIDINE

He sat for a moment, watching
the record spin under the tone
arm. He glanced at his book, then
remembered the record. Leaving
the book on his desk, he got up,
and took the record off.

Sliding the disc into its jacket,
he looked through his collection
for something else. He didn't
have many records, and of those
few he wanted to hear none.
They were all intolerably boring,
but he could stand the silence
even less. So he closed his eyes.
and let fate be the judge. He
pulled a record, looked at it, and
shoved' it back. Finally deciding
that an aged Lair° Nyro album
was .least offensive, he grabbed
that.
He pulled the record from its

jacket, and looked at both sides
without really seeing either. He
flopped one side onto the platter,
and dropped the arm. The stylus
skidded across the record's face,
coming to rest in mid lyric. Not
caring, he stumbled back into his
chair.
He picked up his book.

Sociology. He didn't know why
he was still in that class. The
course listing had seemed so
good, but the class was a real
bore. He thought about
withdrawing, but the drop date
passed before , he had done
anything.. Besides, he needed the
credit.

For the past three hours, he
had been reading sociology.
Before that, it was French. Next,
Calculus. And then do
something. Maybe get drunk.
To work, to work. He read on.

Peasants in Russia, Boyars in

the law you must be honest

Rusia, market economies, class
stata, urban middle classes. Last
summer, that job at the club in
Alexandria, watching the rich old
ladies float around the pool,
blowing his whistle at
ten-year-olds running around the
grounds. The girls who would
talk to him while he was there,
but "Didn't go out with the
help." Class stata, pogroms,
Bolshiveks.
Two hundred pages to go. The

test next week. He went to the
reserve room, once, to get some

Nick's no roofer but,
he's got the key
"Los Angeles, he walks again

by night; out of the fog, into the
smog, relentlessly, ruthlessly, CI
wonder where Ruth is.')
doggedly, toward his weekly
meeting with The Unknown.
"At Fourth and Drucker he

turns left, at Drucker and Fourth
he turns right, he crosses
McArthur Park and walks into a
great sandstone building. (`Oh,
my nose.') Groping for the door
he steps inside, climbs the
thirteen steps 'to his office.
"He walks in: he's ready for

mystery, he's ready for
excitement, he's ready for
anything, he's, 'Nick Danger,
Third Eye."Uh, yeah, I'd like to
order a pizza to go, no
anchovies.' anchovies? Sorry,
you've got the wrong man. I spell
my name, Danger."'

Franz couldn't get the right
man, but Studio Theater scored a
tremendous hit this past
week-end with two midnight
performances of the Firesign
Theater classic, "Nick
Danger—Chapter 666: Cut 'em
off at the past."

Bob Bove, as the master sleuth
himself, did a remarkable job of
getting the audience into the fun
and pun of the play. (Who says
you can't put radio on the
stage?) The multi-level aspect of
Firesign's work makes it
extremely suitable to produce

visually.' And besides, with
interchanges over a pickle and a
brown paper bag, seeing it can
only be better; not to mention
that hilarious scoundrel, Rocky
Rococo—(three cheers for Dave
Robbins!) "Perhaps you've seen
me loitering around the drup
store drinking chocolate Maltese
Falcons."

Really.
There were complaints that

you couldn't catch all the lines
F riday because of the laughter. A
good seat Saturday, and a love of
the script that comes from being
an ardent fan who lives in a
world of Firesign lines, brought
such gems as Catherwood's "You
can wiat here in the sitting room,
or you can sit here in the waiting
room." What was the dread
secret that prevented Betty Joe
Biolowsky from marrying young
Nick Danger on that night under
the elms so long ago? Of course,
everyone knew her as Nancy.

The show was brought to us
by our good friends, makers of
Loosner's Caster Oil Flakes, "Oh
it ain't no use of you ain't got
the boost, the boost you get
from Loosner's." It doesn't just
wash your mouth out, you know.

Bravo, bravo. The only thing
left to say is give us more, give us
more! (And how does he make
his voice sound like that?)

dtvh

of the readings. The kid with the
lasses and briefcase was there.
Expensive pen, expensive clotes,
always studying. How could
anyone stand it. If it wasn't for a
shot at law 'school...
The kid with the glasses

glanced up at him. The bastard!
The reading he needed was
reflected in those lenses. No
second copy. He didn't Igo to the
reserve room after that.

With one hundred fifty three
pages to go, he glanced at the
clock, then out of the window.
Lenin. He remembered reading
that Lenin never paid his cigar
bill in Switzerland. It was in
Newsweek, a book review. When
he was in high school, he used to
go through hundreds of
magazines, for debates. He loved
to debate, and nearly won several
trophies. That's why he wanted
to go into law. He tried it here,
but the work load was too heavy,
so he quit. He still had a
subscription to Newsweek, but

only read the movie reviews.
He started. He had read the

last five pages without absorbing
anything. lie flipped back over
them, skimming paragraphs.
What the hell. He clapped the
book shut, and flung it onto his
bed.
The record had ended some

time ago, and he just noticed the
steady click-click-click of the
stop groove. He stood up, crossed
the room. He turned the
amplifier off, sleaving the disc
spinning in silence. He grabbed
his coat, the calculus book, and
some paper.

As he went down the stairs, the
slammed door reverberated in its
frame. He shoved his hands deep
into the pockets of his coat. It
was spring, but spring in
Baltimore did not mean warmth
as much as it did rain. A cold
gust of wind greeted him as he
stepped onto the street.
Last year, when it turned

spring, she had refused to wear

anything but her summer clothes,
depsite the fifty degree and and
lower thermometer readings. As a
result, she had a constant cold,
and this infirmity (which, in
other, would have been
inexcusible) delighted him. A
stopped up nose made her voice
"sexy," he told her.

He ran into her last week,
and listened to her sniffle
through a greeting and short
monologue. He recalled his
mother's handkerchief, and the
forced nose-blowings he had
received as a child. He had no
handkerchief then.

Spring Break
"Are you smoking more, and

enjoying less?" That's what the
ad said. But he swore it read,
"working." In a week, he'd be
home for Spring Break. It'd be a
bore, but it was better than
studying. He had a paper to
write, which he knew would not
get written. He stepped onto
Charles Street, glanced left, then
right, and ran.
Two more years, then Law

school. God, two more years of
this? What a bore. Lately,
everything was, maybe he could
get a car, and go to New York
sometimes, or Philly, or maybe
home. At least get out to
Goucher, that chick he met on C
Level last week, what was her

name, Karen? He stumbled on
the step, under the glower of
Johns Hopkins himself.

Wind
A cold wind; he clutched his

book and shivered. Next week he
could call up some of his friends
from high school. Damn! Should
have written more often, or even
once. No matter, there was too
much work to do anyway.
He looked up and saw the

library; another twenty yards. It
was beginning to rain, but he
didn't care.

Inert
The record was warped, and

the cartridge bobbed across the
surface to the stop groove,
spinning on and on. He watched
distractedly as the ceiling danced
in the grooves.

Willie if at Four Corners
Willie Dixon makes a rare

personal appearance this week at
the Four Corners Inn in
Jarrettsville. The veteran
bluesman will have single shows
tomorrow and Thursday nights at
9 and two shows ( at eight and
eleven) on Friday and Saturday
nights. From past pexerience at
the Four Corners, one should
plan to be at the weekend
performances at least one hour
befoie show time to be assured
tof a good seat; also, the Inn
does not usually turn over the
house, so you can enjoy two
different sets.

Perhaps the most prolific blues
songwriter, Dixon prefers to stay
in the background, playing in
Chicago clubs and - /sitting in on
studio, sessions. He is not
established a real individual
indentity through solo albums or
headline tours. Mainly a bass
player, his instrument rather

excludes him from noteriety; a
few albums, though (especially I
am the Blues) reveal a good voice
and, as always, powerful
compositions.

Born in Vicksburg in 1915,

Dixon moved to Chicago as a
teenager and has remainer there
since. His first commercially big
recording was "Signifying
Monkey," done by the Big
Three Trio in the 1940's. This was
followed by Muddy Water's
"lioochie Coochi Man" on
Chess which sold over 75,000

copies in 1954. He wrote a lot of
Muddy Waters' and Howlin
Wolf's music, including songs like
"Spoonful," "Seventh Son,"
"I'm Ready," "Back Door Man,"
and "Little Red Rooster."

With the Stones recording in
Chicago in the early 60's, Dixon's
songs began reaching more and
more people. He now has an
unrivalled position as composer;
as performer and as artist, he
gains support with each
appearance and recording. His
shows this week, backed by the
usual solid Chicago session men,
should not be missed.
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SHRIVEN HALL
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

A FINE AVIDNESS
MARCH 28, 1976

Sean Connery, characterizes an unsuccessful poet with delusions of grandeur and bizarre, antisocial behavior, whose

ex-wife, JoAnne Woodward, finally persuades him to undergo a lobotomy.

Presented by The Chaplain's Office, The Johns Hopkins University and tha Kennedy Institute for Handicapped Children. Tickets g
91.00 per film am available at the door. For information, call 956-4432 of 366-3300, X403.
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SPECIAL
March 22-26

Hamburger, french fries,

and large coke all for a dollar

Lunch only 11:00-1:30

Saga food service—,

dorm snack bar
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Is it sick
to low,
a

Not if it's an extraordinary Pilot Razor Point marker pen.

A fiber-tipped pen so precisely balanced, it will always feel comfortable

in your hand, even after hours of writing. Its sturdy plastic point, surrounded

by a unique Pilot metal "collar" writes a distinctly smooth, sharp line.

In fact, it's the thinnest tipped pen you can buy. And that makes it just

great for pages of notes or that one important love letter. Best of all, it's

only 69c and is now available at your college book store.

So if your Pilot pen makes you lovesick, don't be

ashamed to admit it. After all, it'll

t*N- always be good to you.

„ ac•••kfi tl".C1"

PILOT fineine maker pens.
/ravels/stave,

Pilot Pen Corporation of America, 41-15 38th St.. Long island City. N.Y. 11101

SALE
To celebrate this growing
season, we are offering our
hanging baskets for the sale
price of 137.00. Please join us.

March 27 - April 4
12 - 6 every day

EDEN

Plants and their pots
14308 Phoenix Rd.
Phoenix, Md. 21131
phone-4 72-4 773
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Mixed

beer in

Clark St. Garage

2438 St. Paul St.

366-8934

The home of the original

HOFBURGER

Sunday Brunch

12 noon-4 pm

$2.95

Sunday night is peanut night

Jumbo Sandwiches

Dinners Served

NIGHTLY UNTIL

1 am

drinks of all kinds - serving the coldest mug of

town

•
•
•

•
•
•
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The beer from the Wild, Wild West... West Germany!

::1140!4

What were you doing
400 years ago today?
Beck's was brewing
Bremen's best beer. Still is.
Today's your day for Beck's.

EU EIGPE
1 /2 fart

NA". ,A.N1

800-325-4867
Un:Travel Charters

.1111. .1111111. .11111. .1111. I

Boo* Fair
3121 ST. PAUL STREET I./1101111 23 5-6296

L. 

NAT'L MEDICAL BDS.
FLEX • ECFMG • DAT

MCAT
with confidence
original study materials

small groups • tape center
37 years of success

CALL
(202)

244-3010 Kil
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

4201 Connecticut Avenue, N W.
Washington, D C 2 0 0 0 8

_ .„

 agar. 

• •

The largest selection
of hard aluminum
MEASURING TOOLS
in the country!

STRAIGHT EDGES/T-SQUARES
METRIC RULES/L-SQUARES
CENTERING RULES

TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS

INKING RULES
and many others...

1.4.1n1.•

...

Imported by Dribeck Corp., Forest Hills, N.Y.
Distributed in Maryland by F. P. Winner, Ltd., Baltimore, Md. 21207
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vote
The ballots have been counted, the results have been

posted. The only clear thing, however, revealed by last week's
Student Council primary is an inability to vote by most of
the undergraduate body..

Like last year, a majority of theistudents did not bother to
participate in the electoral process. In an election where some
of the candidates lost by so few votes you could count them
on your fingers, the inactivity of over a thousand votes
seems, at the very least, an awful shame. A more appropriate
remark would be to call it criminal.
The critics are still going to argue, "Why bother to vote at

all? it's like choosing between sour milk and moldy bread."
This kind of commentary is not only narrow-minded and
unfair, but potentially harmful as well. It was the same line
used in 1972 to characterize the Nixon-McGovern race and
less than half of the registered voters turned out for that one,
bringing the former President a heavy landslide. Perhaps
another minority will decide the outcome of the next
election.

Guffaw as you will, but habits do stick through life, and all
apathetic attitude now only reinforces a national trend.
Ballot boxes are everywhere. If you go to class, odds are you
have to pass one.

Voting is the surest way to express your opinion and let it
register. Abdicating this opportunity is a poor reflection on
the present, and worse yet, the future.

letters to the editor
To the Editor:

In response to the letter of
Friday, March 12, 1976 about
the so-called economic and social
development in Iran, written by
Mr. Manoutchehr Ardalan,
Counselor of the Iranian
Embassy in Washington, and for
the purpose of informing the
public opinion at Hopkins, we
would like to present the
following clarifications:

Is Mr. Ardalan a buffoon of
the lowest kind or on the
contrary he is the man of honor
in presenting "a more honest
picture of conditions in Iran"?
We would like to briefly go over
the half a dozen points indicated
in his article and then ask our
readers to conic up with an
appropriate answer.
'"The system of monarchy in

Iran", Mr. Ardalan claims, "has
reigned and existed over 2500
years. . . the King, as the ruler
and guardian of our country's
national interest, has not only
been the symbol of its people but
also the executive in charge of
the country's affairs. As 3 result
;)I• the concentration of
authority. . . events which have
led to the development,
responsibility, and growth. .
.directed by . . . the King of
Iran."
The statement such as the

above, indeed, is the cheapest
kind of sophistry. What actually
this argument is based upon is
circular reasoning along with the
shamefaced assumption about
the military dictatorship in Iran.
Mr. Ardalan claims that the King
or the dictator is the guardian of
the country, and at the same
time, the symbol of his people.
The rich and brutal King, in Mr.
Ardalan's opinion, is the symbol
of his poor and persecuted •
people and since the people are
perhaps masochist of some sort,
liking his tortures, they would
like him to be up there!

In addition, the country's
national interest is taken for
granted and the Shah's interests
are arbitrarily supposed to be the
same as the people's. In this
manner, Mr. Ardalan arrives at
the conclusion that the
"development ",rresponsibility",
and "growth" are achieved
according to the Shah's order and
everyone should "shut up"!
We wish that we were ableito

do something of the sort of
magic to make Mr. Ardalan wake
up from his shameful dreams in.
order to realize that we are living
in the second half of the
twentieth century, not 2500
years back.

see LETTERS, page 9

another voice 

A better academic mix
By ROBERT BALLENTINE

The recent discussion of the
admission policy in the
Newsletter should be commented
upon by someone who is
involved in the actual admissions
process. As Advising Coordinator
for Biology, I have, over the past
five years, been very concerned
with the composition of the
undergraduate body, recognizing
the effect that the dominance of
premeds has upon the general
undergraduate attitudes. My
interest in admissions, therefore,
has been generated by my general
concern for the undergraduate
educational program and has
been implemented by my now
serving a second term on the
faculty-student Admissions
Advisory Committee. This year,
so that I might have an inside
view of the admissions process, I
have been one of the faculty
interviewers and readers of
admissions portfolios.

First, I must state that I feel
that the recent news analysis of
admission policy in the
Newsletter is not only
contra-productive, but is
premature at this time. To
attempt to judge the new
admissions mechanism at this
time is like trying to judge a cake
baking contest when contestants
have only begun to assemble the
ingredients. The admissions
process can be divided into three
major operations, the first being
the assembly of the applicant
pool. The second is for the
University Admissions Office to
decide which applicants would be
desirable members of a new class.
The third, and in many ways the
most important part of the
admission process is the actual
matriculation of the new class. It
is this last feature towards which
t he efforts of the University
admissions group really must be
directed if we are to achieve a
better academic mix.

Johns Hopkins at the present
time is in a most favorable
position of having a much larger
applicant pool than is required to
fill our new classes. We really do
not need to be especially
concerned at this time about
attracting more applicants.
However, as the excellent
analysis ill the Newsletter by Dr.
Macksey has pointed out, a
considerable amount can still be
done to improve the academic
mix of the applicant pool. We
would very much like to see a
greater utilization of the
non -science academic
opportunities at Hopkins, along
with those in engineering and the
basic sciences. To achieve this
objective has always been a major
concern of the Admissions
Advisory Committee, and the
Committee has always welcomed
suggestions regarding mechanisms
whereby we can attract good
applicants in the areas of the
social sciences and the
humanities. When the breakdown
of thc present applicant pool is
released I believe it will become
evident that over the past five
years thew has been a slow but
significant improvement in the
academic balance of our
applicants.

As far as the second phase of
the program is concerned, the
actual selection of the applicants
to whom we offer admission, we
are conerned with a process that
has been well worked out over
the last decade or so by
admissions officers everywhere. I
cannot feel that Johns Hopkins is
any less effective in being able to
select the best candidates than
any of the other major
universities. I have been
tremendously impressed
personally by the academic
caliber of the students who apply
to Hopkins. One sometimes gets
the feeling that the apocryphal
technique of throwing the folders
down the stairwell would lead to
an equally excellent class. There
are very few applicants who
would be out of their depth in
our high-pressure academic
environment.

Whether one needs an essay or
not in judging a candidate is a
debatable point. I acknowledge
Dr. Macksey's point that in an
essay "the candidate comes
through as a person." Knowing,
however, that school counsellors
frequently prep candidates about
how to write such essays to
appeal to admissions committees;
knowing that these essays are not
necessarily written by the
candidates themselves, and
finally, knowing that what is
usually written is designed to
"sell" the candidate, I have
always regarded these essays as
only interesting window dressing.

certainly would hesitate to
decide the acceptance of a
student on the basis of an essay
in contrast to the proven
academic abilities portrayed by
rank in class, SAT and
achievement test scores. Argue if
you wish that there is too much
emphasis in our academic
undergraduate world on grades,
grades are still the name of the
game. Brilliance and creativity
are certainly things we desire to
see in all members of our student
body, but unless these can, be
effectively applied toward
achieving satisfactory academic
-rank the student will
unfortunately be denied the
possibility of post-graduate work.
While all of the personal factors,
essays, letters of
recommendation, or what have
you, are important in reaching a
decision on acceptance, to my
way of thinking they are
probably secondary to the actual
scholastic capabilities that the
applicants demonstrate during
their high school careers.

I would now like to turn to
the third, the most important
and the least controllable section
of the admissions process,
namely, the decision by the
applicant that he or she will
come when accepted to The
Johns Hopkins University. Those
who are at present criticising our
admissions policy' are not in a
position to estimate whether the
newer procedures are more or
less effective in this realm, since
these decisions by the accepted
applicants still lie in the future.
We are only now in the second
phase of the admission's process.
However, it is towards improving
our acceptance pattern that I

at Hopkins
have been most enthusiastic
about the involvement of the
faculty in the interviewing
process. We have changed the
interview from one comparable
to that of a personnel manager
interviewing an applicant for a
job to one in which there is a
mutual exchange ,of information
between the candidate and the
University faculty. In all of my
nearly 100 candidate interviews •
this year—I only remember two
students who were unhappy over
this change in emphasis. Most of
the students were pleased that
they could relax in a discussion
of their academic aims with one
of the faculty of the university
that they were considering
matriculating in. The two
students who were dissatisfied
had obviously been thoroughly
prepped by parent or counsellor
to give a "performance" that was
to convince me that Hopkins
should accept them. All the other
students proceeded to ask me
exceedingly searching questions
about the University as a whole—
academic and otherwise. Since
there is no mechanism at this
time whereby students are
necessarily interviewed by
faculty in their area of major
interest, I talked with students
w h o se major interests spread
Ito in the humanities to the
sciences. Occasionally they
would ask me questions I could
not answer but a phone call to
another faculty member or
administrator usually provided
me with the specific answers to
their questions. Also, as a faculty
member. I could easily establish
contact with other faculty, often
making appointments for the
applicants with _them to discuss
particular and special interests. I
felt this was most beneficial to
the profile • that the University
presented to these candidates for
admission. This interview process
is an important and. I think,
effective Nace where the
University can "sell" its academic
programs. The University
admissions has to face the fact
that we have no problem in
attracting premeds to come to
Hopkins, competing well with
every other major university
(with the possible exception of
Harvard). Our problem is to get
more of those top students in the
social sciences and humanities
who have been accepted at all of
the top universities to make a
decision in our favor. In addition
to our reputation in the sciences
and eirnnattnioedniacline, 

Affairs 
Scalniodol oIntf

Writing Seminars are well known.
As a consequence, students in
these latter areas also frequently
have Hopkins as their fir-St
choice. However, in the other
areas of the social sciences and
humanities, such a top position
in the selection rank
unfortunately does not exist at
this writing. I think that we must
make a major effort towards
improving our image as a place
for an excellent non-science
education, an image we now
enjoy in the sciences.
Admittedly, Hopkins has the
potential to compete effectively

see VOICE, page 9
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community to participate.
Guidelines:

I. Award winners will receivei a $100 cash prize.

2. Awarded pieces will also appear in this year's edition of Collection
 of Words.

3. Decisions of the Editors are final.

4. No member of the Conection of Words staff may partic
ipate.

5. Deadline for all entries is April 12. Send all submissions to the Coleman

Awards, Box 989.

The Coleman Awards ;
for Prose and Poetry •••
The Coleman Awards are presented •

•

annually to the individuals who submit

the best pieces of prose or verse to the 
•
•

Hopkins literary journal, Collection of ••
•

Words. The purpose of the awards is ••

to recognize the achievements of the ••
University's finest writers. We 

•
•
•

encourage all members of the Hopkins
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

.•••••••••••••••••••••••
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4( 
WAITING LIST ASSIGNMENTS 

*

UNDERGRADUATE HOUSING LOTT
ERY *

4( 

*

4( First Round Lottery Assignments
 Have Been Completed. The Following 

List Of Students 
*

4( 
And Their I.D. Numbers (Last Four

 Digits) Indicate By Type Of Unit Thos
e Individuals On 

*

4( 
The Waiting List Who Are Being Offered A Spac

e In University Apartment Housing. I
n *

4( 
Order To Accept A Space These Ind

ividuals Must Attend A General Meeti
ng At Which Time *

4( 

Spaces Will Be Assigned: 
*

4( Meeting Place: Dormitory Cafeteria 

*

4( 
Meeting Date: Wednesday, March 27,1

976 
*

4( 
Meeting Time: 7:00 p.m. 

*

4( A. VVolman Single Unit 
1844 Tom Zimmerman 

*

*

4( 0210 Joseph Albanese 
1416 Jacob Berman

4( 

*

* 
B. Rogers Single Unit 

6969 Nathaniel Graham *

4( 
8346 Mark Holzberg 

0300 Michael Kubiak *

4( 
5135 Harold Potischman 6399 Debra Gibson 

*

4( C. McCoy Single Unit 
E. McCoy Single Space 3156 Ok-Yung Chung *

4( 3123 Blaise Chromiak 
6810 Louis Ross 

*

4( 
7389 Greg Halac 

3545 Robert Cook *

2248 Oleg Kis

*

4( 
8147 Allyn Simon 

F. Rogers Two Person 5250 Ba Haa Farn

0250 Christopher Kropat 
8940 William Jensen 7991 Terrance Hertz 

*

41( 
6795 Jay Goodgal

4( 1927 Richard White 
8320 Dennis Holt *

G. McCoy Two Person 
*

4( 
2248 Oleg Kis

4( 
0367 Leonard Kusnitz

4( 
9020 Carol Steuer

5086 Jonathan Eron

4(

4( D. Wolman Single Space

4( 
4204 Anadel Castillo

4(
7826 Wen Shen

0481 Andrew Wachtel

6810 Louis Ross4( 

4( 0210 Joseph Albanese

4( 8543 Flora Solomon

4(

3734
9608

9765
3065

9427
0805

7132
9393

Eric Newman

Peter Szoke

Jonathan Klein

Colin Chinn

Terry Kaufman

Gary Ledley

Brian Griffin

Shahir Kassam

H. Three Person Suite

7884 Ross Heisman

9385 Edward Kasper

0853 Charles Weisselberg

I. Five Person Suite

7330 Mike Hager

1455 Bruce Wolock

2257 David Budzik

0672 Jay Lawrence

5359 Ken Feinberg
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VOTE!!!
The following proposed changes in the Student Council Constitution and By-laws are
revisions in wording which correspond to the undergraduates approval of the Ethics
Code:
CONSTITUTION

Article I
Existing: All actions of the Johns Hopkins University Undergraduate Students,

both as individuals and groups, shall be in accordance with the Undergraduate's Code,
as stated below:

The Johns Hopkins Honor system is the selfimposed moral code
of a community of Undergraduates. It exists in this community,
to guarantee high standards of conduct to limit membership to
persons who are able and willing to maintain these standards.

An Honor System is a privilege resting upon the clearly
perceived merit of its beneficiaries. They must exercise care in

order that no suspicion of evasion or violation fall upon them.

Since the inception of the Honor Code, all true Hopkins
Undergraduates have revered and respected it, considering
themselves privileged to abide by principles.

Proposed: All actions of the Johns Hopkins University Undergraduate students,
both as individuals and groups, shall be in accordance with the Undergraduate's Code,
as stated below:

The Johns Hopkins Ethics Code represents the dual
responsibility of the students and faculty to maintain the
academic integrity of the Johns Hopkins University in all
respects. An ethical code must exist in the University
community to guarantee high standards of conduct and to limit
membership in the community to those persons able and willing
to maintain these standards.

An ethical code is based upon the support of the community,
students and faculty alike, who must accept two kinds of
responsibility: Each member must live honorable and must also
take action when necessary to ensure that the community is not
injured by negligence.

Article Ill
Existing: (1) To uphold and promote the Honor System.

Proposed: (1) To uphold and promote the Ethics Code.

Article V
Section I

Existing: (1) The Chairman of the Honor Commission, the Presidents of the
I FC, DSRC, and ths SA, all of whom will serve without votes.

Proposed: (f) The Presidents of the CIA, DSRC, and the SA, all of whom
will serve without votes.

Article VI

Existing: 11) Promote and uphold the ideals of the Honor System.

(6) Approve membership of the Honor Commission and the SAC.

Proposed: (1) Promote and uphold the ideals of the Ethics Code.
(6) Approve the membership of the Students of the Undergraduate Academic

Ethics Board.

Article VIII
Section 4.

Existing: The Honor Commission Chairman shall be chosen by the members
of that organization subject to the approval of the Student Council.

Proposed: Omit this section.

BY-LAWS
Section 2.

Existing: (7) Sentence 1—The President of the Student Council shall collect at a
time he shall designate an annual report from the President of the Dormitory
Students Representative Council, the Chairman of the Student Activities
Commission,and the Chairman of the Honor Commission.

Proposed: (7) The President of the Student Council shall collect at a time he
shall designate an annual report form the President of the Dormitory Students
Representative Council, The Chairman of the Student Activities Commission, and
from a student representative of the Undergraduate Academic Ethics Board . . .
continue as written.

The following proposed changes in the By-Laws of the Student Council concern the
duties of the Student Council offices, their terms of office, and the duties of the
Selections Committee: Section 1. No change.

Section 2. Duties of Officers
(A) The President shall

Existing: (6) The President shall be a member of the Committee on
Undergraduate Studies, the Committee on Student Affairs, the Committee on
Student Relations, and the University Planning Committee. He shall be an ex-officio
member of all Student Council committees.

Proposed: (6) Be a member of the Committee on Undergraduate Studies, and
the University planning Committee.

(C) The Secretary shall

Existing: (5) The Secretary shall be chairman of the Public Relations Committee
and shall be responsible for the preparation and distribution of a monthly report of
the Student Council's activities to the Student Body.

Proposed: (5) Be responsible for the preparation and distribution of a monthly
report of the Student Council's activities to the Student Body.

(D) The Treasurer shall,

Existing: (2) See to the collection of dues from the classes.

Proposed: (2) Omit.

Sections 3, 4, and 5. No change.

Section 6. Existing: Selection for Student-Faculty Committees

Proposed: Selection for Student-Faculty Committees and Standing Committees of
the Student Council

....The rest as written.

Section 7. Term of Office
Existing: (A) Normal term of office for officers elected in General and all other

elections shall be from the first day of the succeeding Fall term until the last day of
the next Spring term unless stipulated by the Student Council.

Proposed: (A) Normal term of office for officers elected in general and all other
elections shall be from the last day of the spring term in which the election was held
until the last day of the next spring term unless stipulated by the Student Council.

Sections 8 and 9. No change.

***** Student Council Elections *****
Run offs for the executive committee & the MSE symposium

will be held Tues., Wed., Thurs. March 23 24, 25

Voting times and locations:

Gilman Coffee Shop
Levering (near the desk)
MSE Library
Alumni Memorial Residences
(near the snack bar)

10 am - 4 pm
11 am - 3 pm

10 am - midnight
4 pm - 10 pm

All voting on Thurs., March 25, will end at 7 pm



Guthrie and Harris:

big success at Shriver
Nobody thought it would

happen, but Arlo Guthrie sold
out both benefit shows at Shriver
Hall Sunday night.
Guthrie and his band

Shenandoah put on a
performance that had something
for everyone! Old folk
traditionals like "Gypsy Davy,"
"Pretty Boy Floyd" and
"Stealin';" Arlo's own "Comin'
into Los Angeles." "Motorcycle
Song" and "Washington
County", reworked versions of
the Beatles' "I've just Seen a
Face" and the Stones'
"Connection."

Guthrie chatted frequently
between songs and was especially
engaging during an audience
sing-along. After he explained the
song, the audience was wild with
applause. Guthrie smiled and
said, "You should never clap
before you hear the tune, that's
how we elected Nixon,
remember? And I guess that's
how we'll elect Jimmy Carter
too." The crowd was in the
aisles. Knowing he had a good
thing going, Guthrie continued,
"Boy, it wouldn't be bad at all in
the White House. I'd hang out all
day, shoot pool and smoke clean
dope. Presidents get things like
that you know. I'll bet Nixon
didn't know that seeds come
‘vith.the stuff."

After several encores, Guthrie

and Shenandoah closed,
predictably enough, with Woody
Guthrie's famed anthem, "This
Land is Your Land." The
audience rose to its feet, clapping
and singing along with the band.

Climaxing the concert was
Fred Harris' surprise appearance
on stage, just before ten o'clock.
Harris, who was surrounded with
secret service men, spoke for a
few minutes to the obviously
partisan crowd. "You know, my
next race is in Pennsylvania
where I'll be running against
Henry Jackson. Jackson was just
endorsed by Philadelphia's
Mayor, Frank Rizzo. I think

that'll cause him more trouble
than me. And I hear Jackson will

make Rizzo Director of the IRS
and Pat Moynihan Secretary of
State. Friends, it looks like we

could be in tough shape."
After the performances, teen

aged girls were cooing that
"Arlo's just a doll" and sneaking
glances into the folkie's dressing
room. One young man was heard
to say, "Yeah, that was worth
five bucks, for sure."

Even the most ardent Harris
supporters admit that the former
Oklahoma Senator's campaign is
just about dead, but for one
night at least, Arlo Guthrie and
co. showed that sometimes this
land is really made for you and
ni

Epitome of versatility, king of cool
By LEO GORCEY

The man is so hip, it's a
wonder he didn't fracture
himself. "I am the epitome of
incorruptibility,". Dizzy Gillespie
told his audience at the Left
Bank Jazz Society— sponsored gig
at the Famour Ballroom last
Sunday, and everybody said
"Amen." "I don't want no shit

out of y'all," the cherubic
trumpet-player facetiously
warned his demonstrative fans,
before introducing his sidemen:
Mickey Roker on drums ("a
native of Dublin, Ireland,"
according to Diz), Benjamin
Franklin Brown on bass, and Al
Jaffar from the Cote d'Ivoire on
guitar. These four superb jazz
musicians treated their capacity
crowd to three of the finest sets
even heard in this town.

Aside from being the epitome
of incorruptibility, Dizzy
Gillespie, the man generally
considered co—founder with

Charley Parker of the Bebop

school, proved to be the epitome

of versatility. In the course of the

jam, Dizzy played the conga

drums, did some scat-singing, and

sang the blues, as well as wielding

the most distinctive axe in the

world of jazz (someone sat on

Dizzy's horn years ago, and he

liked the resulting tilted shape, so

he kept is that way—"it makes

the sound hit your ears faster,"

he claims). Dizzy, a musical
innovator whose unique
contriubtions rc, rhythm and
harmonics critics are just
catching up with, carries his
unorthodox composing style

over into his performing style.

An irrespressible wit, Dizzy will
interrupt a number just to tell

the audience a joke. While this
may offend some purist, it's just
an essential part of the Gillespie
personality, and his fans have
learned to expect the
unexpected.
When Dizzy sings a song, its

lyrics are transformed to suit the
times. Al old spiritual becomes
"Swing low, sweet Cadillac"..."I
looked over Jordan and what did
I see, an Eldorado coming after
me." Or Gershwin's
"Summertime": "Your daddy's
rich, and your ma is
good-lookiif—Wait a minute,
that's why your daddy's rich!"
Dizzy is obviously a pragmatic
modernist.
"Art Blakey wrote that I .

wrote "Night in Tunisia" on the
bottom_ of a garbage can in
Boloxi, MisSissippi, "Dizzy
confided. Still his most-requested
composition, "Tunisia" sounds
different every time he plays it.
Thelonious Monk's "Round
Midnight" and Al Jaffar's
compositions "Night of the

Living Dead" and "Olinda" also
received the Gillespie treatment,
this time without interruption.

Students of American history
are always provided with fresh
insights from Cheraw, South
Carolina's most distinguished
son. "The whole American
revolution got started with the
South Carolina Tea Party." The
British were bringing hash in
from North Africa and selling it
at outrageous prices. The
colonials, according to Dizzy,
didn't want it or need it, because
they had the Indians growing
better stuff for them right
there." "Taxation without
representation was a false high,"
Dr. Gillespie concluded in his
lecture, then quickly
reintroduced one of his sidemen
as "Booker T. Washington" and
identified the next number, Al's
"Barcelona," as "a thing called
'Damn Baby You Know I Love
You No Shit."

In an autobiographical blues
song, Dizzy called himself "58
years old and going on 22." He
vowed "I'll never go back to
Georgia" in keeping with a
promise to Mickey Roker. We
hope that doesn't go fcr
Baltimore, though. We can't wait
for his return.

In case you don't know it, the
Left Bank Jazz Society presents
Sunday afternoon concerts ...rt
The Famous Ballroom (1717 N.
Charles St.) 47 weeks a year,
Wuody Herman, Gary Burton,
and Ahmad Jamal are coming up.
The loose, friendly atmosphere -.r.
these concerts is one oftthe be
experiences in Baltimore. And
the soul food on sale has my seal
of approval. Catch von later.
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THE JOHNS 1((11
HOPKINS UNIVERSITY I
CENTENNIAL BALL

A Benefit for Student Aid
May 15, 1976-10 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Black tie preferred

(2 tickets per I.D. card).

Students tickets on sale at the Hopkins 3: a
Union Desk beginning April 5th. Time * I
schedule will be posted. The University
is not subsidizing this event in any way, *
and student tickets are limited because 44
the $10 price does not cover the actual *

ir Iper person cost.

1(( I

44(r I

4(Limited number of tickets at $10 each 1: 
available for JHU full time students * I

*
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* (Students may purchase full price tickets * /nLI
Pl. .0..0.1%...%•••••.V..* when supply of $10 tickets is exhausted.)
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SUMMER

1976

r: •

 'ImmoommiiibminommoommmENNEN

f • t;„

• de4pee

to spend a summer of study in unusually pleasant surroundings choosing
from a wide variety of courses taught by distinguished Stanford faculty and
visiting professors. Courses offered include:

• Environmental Field Geology and Land-Use Planning in California I=1

Cultural Pluralism • Basic Drawing, Painting, Printmaking, Photography

UI Psychology of Law • Mass Media Institute CI Aeronautics and

Astronautics • Computer-Generated Music EJ American Studies •

Film Aesthetics N Women in American Society, • and many others.

It ()Li are an undergraduate or graduate student at another college or
university, a graduate of a recognized college or university, or a person aged
twenty-five or over, then you're eligible to enroll in the

STANFORD SUMMER VISITOR PROGRAM 1976

june 21 to August I

Write or call for more information: UI Stanford Summer Visitor Program
Building 1, Room 2A

Staitiord., Caiifot iia 4'C3
(415) 497-3109

.4111111110.- -4111111111D- -411111111110- -40111111110- -41111MIft- -4111111111w

YALE 
Interdisciplinary curriculum
designed and taught by the

Yale College Faculty.
Open to qualified students
who have completed at least
one semester of degree work

in college.

May 30-August 15

Application information:
Summer Term Admissions
1502A Yale Station 4S
New Haven CT 06520
(203) 432-4229

Humanities Center
Forms of Literary Modernism

Colonial America
Origins of the Modern World
Modern Japan

Film
Social Sciences Center

Language, Culture, and Cognition
The Study of Legal Institutions

Capitalism, Socialism, and Po-
litical Systems—Democratic
and Non-Democratic

Policy and Decision Making
• Program sponsored jointly by

the Humanities and Social
Sciences Centers

Revolutions and Social Change
Natural Sciences Center
Systems
The Biosphere

Genetics and Biochemistry

summer
term

Each center offers courses
which are not related to the

interdisciplinary programs of
study: humor writing workshop,

introduction to music, intro-
ductory philosophy, inter-
mediate psychology on the child

in society, mathematics, com-
puter science, physics, chemis-

try, engineering, astronomy.

"NEED MATZUOS, WINE, OR

HORSERADISH?"

PASSOVER SUPPLIES

I The K.D.H. will accept orders kosher for

Passover supplies unfIT April 5,1976.
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LETTERS, from page 6

Furthermore, the just struggle
and resistance of Iranian people

against the dictatorial regime of
the Shah is the best evidence for
the fact that how much the Shah
and his repressive apparatus are
hated by the people.

In regards to the economic
growth, everyone knows that the
rate of the growth of GNP does
not possess, by itself, any
Significance whatsoever, unless
concepts such as a) the amount
of capital investments in the
various sectors of economy, b)
the productivity of the labor
force under the condition of full
or near full employment along
With the stable prices, and
perhaps c) the distribution of
income are specified. Therefore,
any reference to the growth rate
of GNP, especially during the
period of sudden increase in oil
prices, as an accidental and
exogenous factor, will be an
empty talk. In addition, the
comparison of the GNP growth
rate of an industrialized nation
With an under- developed
country stems from the lack of
economic knowledge at its
primitive level or it is perhaps on
intentional ignorance.
To explain the so-called

revolutionary reform programs of
"His Imperial Majesty", claimed
by Mr. Ardalan, let us not
include the technical, economic,
political and social studies done
by the great number of informed
independent sources and just
quote few findings for the
general reader.

As Harper's of Nov., 1974,
indicates, "In Tehran two-thirds
of all families have an income of
less than 8200 per person (per
year)." In regards to the rural
areas the same source reports,
"There is widespread
malnutrition, the average calorie
intake in Iran is about the same
as India's, and the rural people
suffer from all the diseases that
come with such condition." In
the same context Newsweek of
March 24, 1975 particularly
writes, "If you travel by car from

northern Tehran to the
countryside, noted one long-time
American resident last week, you
can go back centuries in an
hour." The same source reports,
"Today, 10% of Iran's
'population still control nearly
half of the country's wealth. As
additional embarrassment the
Shah's five-year plan for
agriculture has failed to keep
pace with the country's birth
rates, and 60% of Iranians, are
still illiterate."
"This year" Harper's of Nov.

1974 reports, "Iranian
universities graduated about
18,000 students fewer than
Syria, (whose population is a
fifth of Iran's) and about 600
doctors." The same source fianlly
concludes, "The reason for all
this is simply that the Shah has
never made a serious attempt at
development."

In the Shah's opinion perhaps
a serious attempt at development
is an ever increasing rate of the
arms purchase. In this manner,
economic and social development
for "Imperial Highness" Ashraf,

letters to the editor

"His Excellenncy" Ambassador
Zahedi, arid Mr. Ardalan
marketing of drugs, the greater
increase in the secret budget of
the Embassy on a higher level of
the jet-set life, and the increasing
share of, for instance, caviar
receive respectively.
Regarding the word

"terrorism" for our" good
counselor and, in fact for the
Shah's regime has a new meaning.
This includes any action actually
taken or intended to be taken.by
anyone at any capacity against
the Shah's one-party system.
After the creation of the
so-called National Resurgence
Party, by the Shah, the
Economist of March 8, 1975
wrote, "All Iranians who believe
in the three principles of the
monarchy, the constitution (it is
changing according to the Shah's
wish day by day), and the Shah's
"White Revolution" must join
the new party. Anybody who
does not accept these principles,
he declared, should leave the
country or go to jail.
Mr. Ardalan ironically

suggested that Iranian students
should go back and take an
"active" part in the reforms in
Iran. This includes involvement
in building more prisons and
torture houses, preaching the
Principles of the dictatorship and
the "legitimized" forms of
murdering Iranian people.

According to the Village Voice
of February 2, 1976, "As Nuni
Albala, a French lawyer who has
done investigative work in the
luminous land of the Shah
reported in Le Monde, "The
regime has accomplished a tour
de force in achieving a more
rapid rate of construction for
prisons than for schools." For
your information, Mr. Ardalan,
students will eventually go back..
But in what part they will take
active roles it remains to be seen.
Mr. Ardalan seems to be

suffering severely from some
kind of melancholia in regards to
the number and the position of
Iranian students. He apparently
thinks that the Iranian masked
students who are politically
conscious in understanding their
historical mission and courageous
enough not to be submitted to
the temptations of the Embassy's
left-over in forms of all kinds or
some other place of that sort!

The Iranian students, Mr.
Ardalan, are real Iranians, and

don't intend to fight against Iran.

They would rather struggle and

resist against the Shah's
dictatorial regime. As for the

foreign policy of Iran, Mr.

Airdalan makes a fool out of

himself when he considers Iran as

"the bastion of stability and
security". The island of stability

and security, as he calls, turned

to be the largest warehouse of

the military hardware and the
intelligence of the Middle East

just because of the fact that the

nature of the Shah's dictatorship

is not capable of facing the
struggle of the Iranian people. At

the same time, the Shah's army

has long been engaged in killing

the people of the neighboring

Oman.

Mr. Ardalan claims that the

Shah is "condemning the

acquisition of any country's

territory by force and supporting

the peaceful resolution of the

Middle East or any regional

conflicts." Unfortunately Mr.

Ardalan's memory has

completely worn out in

remembering the event of only

four years ago that the Shah's

force and navy captured the

island of Abu Mousa and the two

others by force.
To conclude, let us ask our

readers to pass judgment upon
our question: Is Mr. Ardalan a

buffoon of the lowest kind or on
the contrary he is the man of
honor in presenting "a more
honest picture of conditions in
Iran"?

Iranian Students Association in
Washington-Baltimore

Saga
To the Editor:

I appreciate the concern
shown by Alan Steinberg over
the adequacy of my Saga diet,
but he need not worry. By
judicious selection, I find that it
is possible to obtain a balanced
meal in the dormitory cafeteria.
Unfortunately, I have a problem
that is shared by many other
dorm residents: I'm a Junk Food
Junkie!! I've tried to kick the
habit, but to no avail. I'm
hooked! How can I possibly
choose between yogurt and mint
chocolate chip ice cream? Or
between a garden salad and a
thick, fudgie brownie? The truth
of the matter is that I need a
liberal supply of junk food to get
me through the day. How else
could I cope with my position as
the youngest co-ed on campus?

Emily Hersh
Age 16 Months

Cummins
To the Editor:
On Wednesday, March 10, the

Academic Council moved to
deny promotion to Robert
Cummins, Assistant Professor in
the Department of Philosophy.
Dr. Cummins will leave the
Department in June. We, the
undersigned philosophy graduate
students, wish to express our

deep dismay over this deplorable

action. In his six years at

Hopkins Dr. Cummins has
demonstrated both pedagogical

excellence and philosophic

acumen. A popular teacher and

well-published scholar should be

considered an asset to any

university. This dismissal raises

serious questions about the

standards of promotion at Johns

Hopkins.
It is our sincere hope that Dr.

Cummins will find a position

commensurate with his talents; it

is our misfortune that such a

position will not be at this

University.
Dale Thorpe

David Flaxman
George Terzis
Jay Fogelman

Clark Heston
T. G. McCarthy
Kathy Menton
Paul Newhouse

W. Miller
Thomas Dahlberg

J. Greg Dees
Drayton S. Hamilton

Flo Leibowitz
Jon Borowicz

Christopher Page
Robert A. CheeMooke

Ross Laughlin
Tom Bernhard

Richard Hinman
Annett M. Bickel
Karen Fairchild

Howard Zaharoff
Howard Lehman

Doug Henslee

SC redux
To the Editor:

The recent feuding between

the News-Letter and Student

Council appalls me. As a member

of the Student Council, I can

accept criticism. However, when

such criticism is presented in a
non-objective manner and
without concurrent suggestions,

it is irresponsible. This is my ivew
of the News-Letter's ramblings

regarding the SC.
The Student Council

demonstrated its willingness to
receive constructive suggestions

by holding an open forum. The

majority of those attending this
meeting were from the
News-Letter. We listened to the
suggestions made, which were
valid, and plan to act on them.
However, these few suggestions

would only amplify the
effectivenss of the Council, they

would not correct any of the.
"evils" implied in N-L articles
and editorials.

I have never heard the
News-Letter voice, what you feel
to be, the specific neptive
aspects of this year's Council.
Individuals have not been singled
out as performing poorly. Yet,
your editorial of March 16 makes
the highly irresponsible
comment, "We can take this
positive view: compared to this
year's Student Council, we can't
lose." There are a lot of people
working damn hard on the
Council and I don't think they
deserve to be included in such as
overly generalized statement. The
only conclusion I am able to
draw is that the News-Letter is
guilty of having the same petty
personal conflicts with some
members of the SC, as have been
attributed by the paper to the
Council.

If the News-Letter really
believes that the Student Council
should be a viable body and that
student opinions must be
represented, you're doing a good
job of disguising that fact! The
cuts made on the Council have
been aimed at the body, not at
individuals. Tearing down the SC
as a functioning body, in the eyes
of the administration, faculty,
and students, only serves to
weaken the foundations of
student government at Hopkins,
this year and next year.
If there are specific

complaints , let's hear them. But,
make sure they are accompanied
by constructive suggestions. If
this surface mud-slinging
continues, it will be the student
body that suffers.

Leah Seidenfeld

Prof Ballen tine

speaks on admissions
VOICE, from page 6

with any university in the area of
the humanities and social
sciences. We must effectively
promote this position. The
faculty interviews are one of the
ways that this can be done. As a
result of my own experience this
year, I have received a number of
letters, and have had a number of
candidates tell me in person that
our interview process was to
them a new and unexpectedly
pleasant way of learning about
the University. Several
non-science applicants further
said that they had come to
Hopkins more out of curiosity
than with a serious idea of
matriculating here, but that after
seeing the University and learning
something of its offerings
through the interview, they
would certainly seriously
consider coming here should they
be accepted. Most of these
students will be accepted without
any question and on the basis of
their academic excellence. These
are the ones we want to attract
and certainly any procedure that
will improve our score is one that

stioumu oe seriously promoted.
Just how effective the interview
process has been will become
evident as the third step in the
admissions procedure progresses.
We do know now that contact
with the University and with the
faculty has been effective in the
past in attracting the top
students to Hopkins. This. has
been clearly demonstrated in the
success of the "Top 200
Program." Anything further that
would be effective (and Dr.
Macksey has suggested a number
of things) should certainly be a
desirable change in the
admissions policy. However, to
criticize the changes in
admissions policies before there
is a demonstration of their value
or their deficiencies, seems to me
to be both unfair and
counterproductive. I hope that
the Newsletter and others
involved and concerned about
admissions will reserve their
thoughts and comments until
they have the necessary data to
make their criticisms and
suggestions valid ones.

Robert Ballentine

Assoc. Professor of Biology
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EARN YOUR TUITION SELLING WORLD
FAMOUS GOOD HUMOR ICE CREAM

SEE YOUR PLACEMENT COUNSELOR
FOR A GOOD HUMOR BRANCH

IN YOUR LOCAL AREA

The News-Letter exists only in the

minds of a .few, who still hope

that it can achiere

How naire can one be?

classifieds

FOR SALE one vacuum cleaner.

Brand new—it really sucks!

$30—call 243-4032 late evenings.

TENNIS INSTRUCTORS

WANTED—for Spring or Summer;

need good background in playing

and teaching. Good to excellent

salary. Call WASHINGTON

TENNIS SERVICES at

(703)548-2064, 548-6338.

BIRM
CONTROL 81
ABORTION
SERVICES. ;
HILLCREST CLINIC & I

I COUNSELING SERVICE
BALTIMORE, MD.

L(301) 788-4400
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Morgan Bears outslug
By DAVID KRAUS one hit and establish a 9-6

The Blue Jay baseball team advantage.
Opened its 1976 regular season The Jays, however, continued
by dropping a 10-9 Monday to battle back. In the top of the
afternoon slugfest to the Morgan eighth, a walk, a single, and a
State University Bears. fielder's choice and

Lasting nearly three and a half run-producing singles by Lewing
hours, the game featured and Pedroni helped pull Hopkins
excellent early season hitting and to within one, 9-8.
a lead that was constantly Morgan was held scoreless in
changing hands. the home half of the eighth and
The Jays didn't wait long to Hopkins came to its last at bat

open the scoring. With One out in still trailing by a run.
the top of the first, Lou Podrazik Designated-hitter John
singled and stole second. One out Jerabeck opened the top of the
later, Larry Santoro rapped m ninth with a ground single up the
base hit to score Podrazik and middle. Pinch-runner Rick Scott
Hopkins led 1-0. moved to second on a sacrifice
• Morgan State tied the game in bunt and scored the tying run as
the home half of the first on a co-captains Jim Duffy laced a
walk, a stolen base, a fielder's double down the leftfield line.
choice and a single. The Bears The Blue Jays could not add
added lone runs in the second any more runs and took the field
and third and held a 3-1 lead for the bottom of the ninth
after three innings of play. needing three outs to push the
Hopkins, however, stormed contest into extra innings.

back to take the lead in the top But the three outs never came.
of the fourth. Five straight hits, The lead-off batter for the
incliding a triple by Bob Babb, Bears singled to right and, after a
produced three runs and a 4-3 pop-out, stole second. He then
Blue Jay advantage, advanced to third on a fly out to
The lead didn't last long, deep right. Sussman was still

Morgan knotted the score again hurling for Hopkins and appeared
in the bottom of the fifth and to have everything under control
moved ahead 6-4 an inning later when disaster struck.
as they used a single, a double A pitch to the next batter
and a triple to push two more went wild and the runner on
men across the plate. third base scampered home with
A two Homewood the winning run.

outburst in the top of the Why do they hand out
seventh deadlocked the game for jock-straps in the gym, anyway?
the third time. Dave Lewing, who Hopkins Coach Dennis Cox
had a team-high three hits on the was very disappointed after the
day, led off with a double. Tom game.
Pedroni then drove Lewing home "It was a heartbreaker for an
with a booming triple to left, opener," he said. "We hit the ball
and, one out later, scored the very well and I was very pleased
tying run on a Dave Emala to see that."
two-base hit. "However, we can't expect to
Jason Sussman replaced give a team three unearned runs

starting pitcher Billy Jones for in one inning and expect to win
the Blue Jays in the bottom of the game."
the seventh and immediately The team next takes to the
became the victim of a Hopkins field this Saturday as they open
fielding collapse. Three infield MAC competition with a home
miscues enabled the Bears to doubleheader against Haverford.
tally three unearned runs on only Game time is 12:00 p.m.

BIA the beat goes on
By PHILIP GILLY goalie sticks, as long as the

As the warm breezes and supply lasts (they don't grow on
flying lacrosse balls signal the trees, you know!). Why do they
approach of spring, the. B1A is hand out jock-straps in the gym?
hard at work preparing for the Upcoming sports also include
upsurge of spring sports. volleyball and minature golf.
The first event will be the Information will be made

annual swimming tournament available as soon as the
taking place tomorrow- night at arrangements are made.
7:30. There will be separate heats Baskethill
for the dorms and t he But before all these things can
frats-indeps. in each of the 10 happen, we've got to finish the
swimming events, plus one basketball season. The final
diving. Entries will be accepted standings, reported in Friday's
until meet time. paper, showed how balanced this

Softball competition will be past season was, with no more
run on Mondays and Wednesdays than one game separating the top
starting on April 7. Rosters must two teams in each league. Two of
be submitted to the Athletic the four leagues ended up in ties
Center by Friday, 3/26 in order for first, after surpising upsets in
for schedules to be posted on 4/5 the last week. Gildersleeve fell
at the cage. from the ranks of the unbeaten
And of course, everybody's when Clark muscled to its sixth

favorite, lacrosse, begins on April straight win and a share of first,
6, and will run every Tuesday, as did DU when it was victimized
Thursday, and Sunday on the by the Knicks' stall tactic. The
Wyman fields. Rosters for the intramural championship game
seven-man teams and the $8 will take place tonight in the gym
forfeiture fee will not be at 8:15. It pits Gildersleeve,
accepted or scheduled if turned winner over TEP, 78-59, in the
in after tomorrow, 3/23. Each semis against the Dream Machine,
team will be provided with who were victorious over DU in
helmets, gloves, defense and last night's action, 57-47.

ays in baseball opener, 10-9
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Dave Emala hits for Hopkins
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Hopkins swimmers finish second
By BRUCE FOX

For the second time in as
many attempts, Hopkins finished
second in the NCAA Division III
National Swimming and Diving
Championships held at
Washington and Jefferson
College. In what turned out to be
a very close contest, St.
Lawrence University won the
national crown by the narrow
margin of 16 points.
The Hopkins swimmers did an

outstanding job at the
competition as fourteen were
selected for AlMmerican honors.
Five university records were also
broken as well as two Division III
records in a meet that saw many
of the men swim career best
times.
The highlight of the

tournament was the outstanding
display of talent shown by
freshman Mike Bay. His times of
1:56.3 in the 200-yard
backstroke and 4:13.1 in the
100-yard individual medley set
two Division Ill records, the
latter by more than five seconds.
Bob Stoever set another school

record in the 200-yard
breaststroke at 2:13 in an event
that saw five Blue Jay swimmers
finish in the top eleven spots.
The 100-yard breaststroke also
.had Bill Sick finish fifth with a
time of 1:02.1 as Dean
Ruchenauer came in seventh.

Another fine performance was
also turned in by Eric Horning in
the 500-yard freestyle as he
finished twelfth with a career
best time of 4:55. Todd Russel
was another member of the
freshman dominated squad who
added points by finishing fourth
in the 400-yard IM. Brad Procton
then finished seventh in the
1650-yard freestyle.
The relays were also very

successful as the 400-yard
medley relay finished fourth. The
800-yard freestyle relay team of
Spiering, Horning, Beveridge, and
Bay also finished fourth with a
time of 7:11.5. The 400-yard
freestyle relay finished seventh in
the competition.
Junior Marc Tohir also ,

displayed his prowess on the

diving board as he finished

second in the three-meter board.

His score was also good enough

to set a new university record

while he finished seventh on the

one-meter board.

The Blue Jays displayed more
depth than any other team in the
competition. This finishes off
another fine season for the young
team while their search for a
national championship continues.
He was also victorious in the
200-yard IM.

Coach Frank Comfort pointed
out "This meet established Bay
as the superstar of the division,
following in the footsteps of

former Hopkins swimmers Bill
Milne and Mark Horning."
Bob Schwenkler set a new

school record in the 50-yard
freestyle for the second year in a
row, establishing the new mark at
21.7. The 200-yard freestyle saw
captain Jim Spiering finish fifth
with an outstanding time of
1:47.8 as Eric Horning and Roy
Beveridge finished tenth and
eleventh.

Track team tramples
By BRUCE FOX

Saturday brought sunny skies
and warm weather to Homewood
Field as well as a stunning
performance by the Hopkins
track team. In its first meet of
the season, the Blue Jays won
every event en route to
demolishing Loyola by the
lopsided score of 102-39.

Outstanding times were turned
in by many runners but among
the more noticeable were Captain
Mark Hylind. The senior was
victorious in both the 120-yard
high hurdles and the 440-yard
intermediate hurdles. Freshman
Bob Freamon was expected to
have a fine day and he was not
about to disappoint anyone. His
times of 4:35.8 in the mile and

16.06.4 in the three mile were
more 'than enough to win and
establish him as the top distance
man for the Jays.
Sophomore John Coad turned

in the best performance of his
career in winning the shot put
with a throw of 45'7-3/4" and
the discus with a toss of 115'1".
George. Steinfels joined in the
scoring by winning the javelin
with a toss of 160'6" while
finishing a strong third in the
discus throw.

Bob Alworth continued from
where he left off last season by
breaking the two minute barrier
in the 880-yard run. His time of
1:59.7 got him off to a great
start as he is expected to have an
outstanding season.

Netmen drop squeaker
Coach Bob Hughes' Hopkins

tennis team opened its season
Saturday by dropping a squeaker
to defending Mason-Dixon
conference champ Salisbury
State, 5-4 at Homewood.
The Blue Jays took the Sea

Gulls down to the final match,
splitting the six singles bouts
only to have the visitors capture
two the the three doubles
contests to win the meet.
Number one Homewood

singles player Rich Nomady,
continued right where he left off
last year, defeating Salisbury's
top player Ernest Alonso,
7-6(5-2), 3-6, 6-2. Last season as
a freshman, Nomady won the
Mason-Dixon conference
tournament and ranked third in
the Middle Atlantic Conference.
Previusly ranked number two of
" junior players in. Maryland,
Nomady had to come from
behind to win the first set but

dominated Alonso in the third
and deciding set with sharp
volleys and pinpoint lobbing.

Salisbury took the numbers
two and three singles slots in
straight sets. Mark Sewell
defeated Ted Pabst 6-3, 6-3; and
George Robinson took John
Newman 6-0, 6-0. The Gulls took
the fifth singles but dropped the
fourth and sixth.
Jeff Gould and Chuck

McCulloch each won dramatic
three set victories playing in the
number four and niimber six
slots, respectively. Both relied on
solid baseline rallies in the closing
set to win their matches.
Nomady and Newman took

Salisbury's top doubles team 6-4,
7-5 thus giving Hopkins a 4-3
lead with only two doubles
matches to go. The Jays only
needed one to win. But the Sea
Gulls *took them both and with
that, the match.
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Laxers open season by bombing Yale 19-5, Denison next
By STEPHEN LEVIN

In front of the largest crowd
ever to witness an opening
lacrosse game at Homewood
Field, Hopkins put the perfect
ending to a perfect day, crushing
Yale 19-5 Saturday afternoon.
More than five thousand

people turned out on what
Athletic Director Robert Scott
called "the most beautiful
opening day we've had here in
twenty five years!"

Yale came into the game
undefeated, having crushed
North Carolina State and Georgia
Tech but found themselves badly
outmanned against Hopkins.
The Blue Jays started cm.-

slowly.
Looking a bit tight, the Jays

missed their first thirteen shots
and didn't score until Dale
Kohler broke the ice with 7:25
left in the first quarter. Kohler
converted a feed from freshman
middie (and fellow Calvert Hall
grad) Steve Wey into the first
score of the day.
And then the dam broke.
Two more Kohler scores,

coupled with a pair from Richie
Hirsch and one from Mike
O'Neill gave Hopkins all the goals
they would need for the game,
right there in the opening
quarter!

Yale didn't break into the
scoring column until nearly three
minutes into the second quarter
when Brian Matthews tallied an
unassisted goal.

En route to a 14-2 halftime
lead, coach Henry Ciccarone
removed his starters midway
through the second quarter and

•-- ,„

Fran: again...
continued substituting liberally,
yanking his regulars for good
seven minutes into the third
quarter. In all 33 Blue Jays saw
action; everybody but backup
goalie Rusty Bergen, who was
still suffering from the flu.

Fourteen Homdwooders broke
into the scoring column led by
Franz Wittelsberger with four
goals and Richie Hirsch with
three goals and two assists.
Kohler chipped in with three and
one as the Jays outshot the
Bulldogs 80-28!
"I was really pleased with the

game, especially with the
improved scoring we got from
our midfield," beamed Chic.
"We'll even be better off when
we're all healthy."
Today, Hopkins will host

midwestern lacrosse power
Denison College, of Granville,
Ohio, at 3:00 on Homewood
Field.

Last year Hopkins defeated

Number 20, Randy Dase shoots Jr -

'

the Big Red 18-8 on Denison's
annual trip east. But it will be an
improved group of Ohioans
taking the field this year. Coach
Tommy Thomsen's bunch proved
that on Saturday when they
defeated highly regarded
Washington College on the
Shore men's home field.

Chic's charges will kick-off
the spring break in style, hosting
crosstown rival Towson State on
Saturday at 2:00 in what should
be the start of an exciting rivalry.
After having been totally
demolished by the Tigers on the
gridiron the past two years, the
Blue Jay lacrosse team could
present a bit more of a challenge
to the visitors.
From there, the Jays go on the

road, meeting Washington
College at Chestertown and
Princeton at Princeton, on
Tuesday and Saturday,
respectively, of the vacation
week.
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Tom Myrick bounces one past Yale goalie Angus Gepnart

Golfers set to tee up
for championship year

By STRETCH HOGAN
Golf is perhaps the least

understood varsity sport at
Hopkins. Most Hopkins students
tend to see golf as an elitist game
limited to those who spent their
formative years lounging about
the country club pool trying to
catch the eye of a bored
suburban housewife and then
sauntering over to the pro shop
and charging the green fees to
Dad's tab, making sure the golf
cart is well-stocked with
six-packs. Or there is the even
more fallacious notion that
golfers are in some way inferior,
sissified weaklings with a mental
defect that allows them to
tolerate the inexorable dullness
of the game.

Comdina t ion
"That's absolutely false,"

comments Hopkins golf coach
Win Smith. "In golf, there is a
certain interaction between man
and nature, and between man
and himself. Golf is also a game
that requires great strength and
coordination but even more
importantly, coordination
between mind and body."
"What attracted me to golf

was the solitariness of the game,"
returning letterman Mike Deak
says. "Golf is the most honorable
sport I know. Golfers are so
much more civilized than those
uncouth Neo-neanderthals that
roam the lacrosse fields at will."

Last year the Hopkins golf
team coasted to an 8-5 record, its
best season in seven years. But
this year's team, according to
Smith, a Hopkins graduate
himself, has even greater
potential. "We are looking to win
the MAC championship an to
gain a berth in the NCAA
Division III finals. I feel the
talent to achieve these goals
exists among the team
members."

Despite an unorthodox stance
that defies logical explanation,
sophomore Mike Deak has
catapulted himself into the
number one position on the

Hpokins team. "Mike"s recent
hot streak proves his ability to
consistently break 80," Coach
Smith said. "That's a seven to
eight stroke improvement over
last year."

Senior Tom Vary, the top
returning letterman, is the
captain of this year's squad.
"Tom has constantly shown he
can play top golf," Coach Smith
added. "He's the one person
whose leadership everyone
respects."

All the way from Nebraska
comes a real find in Coach
Smith's vast recruiting program.
freshman Barclay Knapp,
currently the number three
golfer. Along with the returning
lettermen Joe Arminio (fully
recovered from an illness earlier
in the year) and Skippy Miller.
Knapp will help to form a strong
core for this year's team.

Newcomers to the golf team
this year are freshmen Pat
Caruso and Mitch Hantmari, and
junior Colin Camerer. "I'm really
delighted to have these three new
members with such fine attitudes
and good golf games. Along with
Deak and Knapp, they will be the
future of the golf program here
at Hopkins," Coach Smith added.

In two weeks the Hopkins golf
team will journey south to play
in the GAC Tournament in Cape
Coral, Florida. Many of the
nation's finest college teams,
including the Univeristy of
Florida, will be competing. "The
Florida trip provides us a good
chance to gain top-notch
competition and a head start on
the long road to the MAC
championships."

Last Saturday in an exhibition
match, the Hopkins golf team
defeated the University of
Southeastern Massachusetts, 421
to 436. "I'm very pleased that
our squad soundly beat a team
that went to the NAIA
champsionships last fall," Smith
boasted. Arminio was low man
with 83, Deak and Hantman
close behind at 84.
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And another shot eludes Gephart


